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“The harvest truly is plentiful, but the laborers are few. Therefore pray 
the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into His harvest.”  

(Matthew 9:37-38) 
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  According to the above statistics by Pew Research Center, there are 2.3 billion Christians in 
the world as the largest religious group. There are also 37 million churches in the world with 
34,000 Christian denominations (www.quora.com). How many Unreached People Groups are 
left to be evangelized in the world? There are 6,992 Unreached People Groups (UPGs) in the 
world (www.joshuaproject.net) with approximately 3.2 billion people. That means, there are 
more than enough Christians and churches to make the Great Commission to become the 
Great Completion in this generation. However, the real issue of why the rest of the UPGs are 
not evangelized yet rests on the fact that 37 million churches are not strategically sending 
laborers (final harvesters) into God’s harvest fields among the 6,992 UPGs. In order to finish 
the above task, we need to mobilize massive indigenous Missions Mobilizers (MMs) to be 
engaged in evangelizing the UPGs in the world.  
  Therefore, River of Life Ministries created the Global Harvest Network (GHN) to first 
mobilize 300 U.S. GHN MMs who, in turn, will raise 300 each indigenous MMs in nine 
different regions of the world by the end of 2018--a total of 3,000 MMs. Once we have raised 
3,000 MMs, then each of the MMs must train 10 additional indigenous MMs the following 
year resulting in the total of 30,000 MMs--eventually our goal is to multiply and equip 3 
million indigenous MMs to be massively engaged in evangelizing the rest of the 6,992 UPGs 
in the 10/40 Window countries for the next 10 years. Once 300 U.S. GHN MMs have been 
trained and certified as GHN trainers, then they only need to commit 10 days per year to go 
to one of the nine regions to train and mobilize 300 additional indigenous MMs to fulfill 
Matthew 24:14 in this generation: “And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all 
the world  as a witness to all the nations [ethne: every ethnic people group],  and then the 
end will come” When the last UPG hears the gospel, then Jesus Christ will come back!

Come and be trained to become one of  the GHN Missions Mobilizers !
The next GHN Conference  

Place: Turning Point Church (2641 Princess Anne Rd, Virginia Beach, VA 23456)     
Registration: $75 (single) / $130 (couples)  

Dates: Nov. 9 - 12 (Check details: www.rlmva.org and register soon)   

Global Harvest Network (GHN) !
GOAL: !

• Mobilizing 300 MMs in the 
U.S. and 300 each in 9 regions 
of the world (total 3,000). !

• Multiplying indigenous MMs 
from 3,000 to 30,000, to 
300,000, and to 3,000,000 for 
the next 10 years. !

• Mobilizing indigenous MMs to 
evangelize as many UPGs as 
they can throughout the 10/40 
Window countries. !

GHN’s Strategy: !
Mobilizing and training converted 
Muslims, Hindus and Buddhists 
with GHN equipping courses and 
sending them back to evangelize 
their own UPGs in Islamic, Hindu 
and Buddhist worlds. !
Commit 10 days a year to travel 
with GHN to train indigenous 
MMs in the world to make the 
Great Commission to become the 
Great Comple t ion in th is 
generation! 
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GHN Conference inVirginia Beach
GHN Conference inVirginia Beach Sharing the GHN at Regent Univ.

GHN Training in Asia GHN Training in Asia

GHN Training in Bulgaria
GHN Training in Bulgaria GHN Training in Nigeria

GHN Training in Costa Rica

GHN Training in Colombia
Nigeria

ColombiaGHN Training in Ukraine

GHN participants in Ukraine

Currently, we have raised more than 100 U. S. GHN MMs from Hampton Roads, VA; Lynchburg, VA; St. Petersburg, FL; 
Dayton, OH. Also we have conducted GHN Trainings in Bulgaria, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Nigeria and Ukraine. These 
national and indigenous GHN equipped trainers have been mobilizing other indigenous MMs within their own regions. In 
order to expand the GHN operations into nine other regions in the world, we need your prayers and monthly financial 
support. As you sow into RLM, you are going with us to equip multitudes of GHN MMs in the world for His glory!

	                                                                                                                                                                                                                                


